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Broxburn Bottlers Ltd - A Case Study 

Broxburn Bottlers is a leading independent company providing bottling, product 
development and rework services to the global drinks industry.

Established in 1984 and drawing on 34 years’ experience, they have the proven 
resources to manufacture and distribute spirit-based non-carbonated drinks to 
discerning international companies.

We were delighted to be given the opportunity to collaborate with Broxburn Bottlers on 
a project to safeguard employees and their surroundings from broken glass. 

This resulted in the creation of a steel Auto Dumping Container on castors, modified to 
include a lid with brush cut out. This entry system keeps any broken bottles safely within 
the container, ready for safe disposal. 

Employee safety is of paramount importance to Broxburn Bottlers. In addition to the 
safe glass disposal mechanism, the Auto Dumping Container is designed for minimal 
worker involvement: no wires, no climbing – it is fully automatic, allowing workers to mo-
bilise form inside a forklift truck.

As an ISO 9001, ISO 14001 & ISO 18001 accredited company (the only one in our 
industry to hold all 3) with more than 30 years’ experience you can trust Empteezy to 
assess your site, recommend the right products for your specific applications and train 
your staff too. 

Find out more about Broxburn Bottlers at: http://www.broxburnbottlers.co.uk/
For more information on fully compliant solutions or to arrange a no obligation, free of 
charge site assessment contact us below.

“The auto dumping containers have been  great for disposing of glass safely. They are 
easy to manoeuvre, one person can manage so they can be used close to where they 
are needed. The main benefit is the ease of emptying with no risk to staff from broken 
glass. The robust construction also means they are durable - previous plastic 
containers constantly needed replacing due to the damage glass can cause.”

           - Andy Savage, Broxburn Bottlers


